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Abstract

A time marching 3-D full Navier-Stokes code,

called PARC3D, is validated for an experimental Mach

5 inlet configuration using the data obtained in the 10

ftx 10 ft Supersonic Wind Tunnel at the NASA Lewis

Research Center. For'the first time, a solution is ob-

tained for this configuration with the actual geometry,

the tunnel conditions, and all the bleed zones modelled

in the computation. Pitot pressure profiles and static

pressures at various locations in the inlet are compared

with the corresponding experimental data. The effect

of bleed zones, located in different places on the inlet

walls, in eliminating the low energy vortical flow gener-

ated from the 3-D shock-boundary layer interaction is

simulated very well even though some approximations

are used in applying the bleed boundary conditions and

in the turbulence model. A further detailed study of the

effect of individual bleed ports is needed to understand

fully the actual mechanism of efficiently eliminating the

vortical flow from the inlet. A better turbulence model

would help to improve the accuracy even further in pre-

dicting the corner flow boundary layer profiles.

Introduction

The flow through a typical hypersonic inlet is

characterized by complex three dimensional phenom-

ena such as strong secondary flows and shock-boundary

layer interactions. Since these phenomena can have sig-

nificant effects on the overall performance of the inlet,

any numerical method used to simulate the flow

through the inlet must be capable of accurately predict-

ing these complex phenomena. Therefore it is essential

that the code selected for computing the inlet flows be

thoroughly validated with experimental data to verify

the code's capability to correctly simulate the flow fea-

tures mentioned above. The object of this study is to

validate the numerical code, selected for inlet flow com-

putations, using the data obtained from an experimen-

tal study of a Mach 5 inlet conducted here at NASA

Lewis Research Center's i0 x 10 ft. Supersonic Wind

Tunnel facility.

A time marching full Navier-Stokes code,

PARC3D, t was selectedforthe inletflowcomputations.

The PARC3D code solvesthe fullthree dimensional

Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations in strong

conservationform with the Beam and Warming approx-

imate factorization.The code was originallydeveloped

as AIR3D by Pulliaraand Steger,2 and Puniam 3 later

added the Jameson 4 artificialdissipationand calledthe

code ARC3D. Cooper I adapted the code for internal

flow in propulsion applicationsand named the code

PARC3D. The PARC3D code uses centraldifferenc-

ing on a generalizedcurvilinearcoordinatesystem with

implicitand explicitsecond and fourth order artificial

dissipation.To simplifythe solutionof the block pen-

tadiagonal system of discretizedequations,the block

implicitoperatorsarediagonalizedby decomposing the

fluxJacobians,resultingin a scalarpentadiagonal
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system. The loss of time accuracy from the diagonaliza-

tion does not affect the spatial accuracy of the Steady

state solution. 3 The turbulence model used in the code

for this study is the Baldwin-Lomax model.

The PARC3D code has been verified previously for

3-D supersonic and 2-D hypersonic flow configurations 5

with flow features similar to those of hypersonic in-

lets. These studies demonstrated the capability of

PARC3D to simulate the hypersonic inlet flow phe-

nomena. There was an attempt to compute the flow

through a hypersonic inlet model {Generic Option 2

Mach 12.25 model 6) which was experimentally tested

by McDonnell-Douglas at the Calspan test facility.

However, the experimental data indicated a turbulent

transition in the corner regions of the inlet, the bulk

of the flow through the inlet being laminar. Since the

turbulence model in the code does not have the capa-

bility to simulate this three dimensional transition, a

complete code validation could not be done with the

available data. In the present experimental setup, the

incoming tlow was tripped by means of a grit to make

the flow completely turbulent before it entered the inlet

and it remained tm'bulent through the entire inlet.

The Mach 5 inlet configuration has been previ-

ously analyzed by Benson, ¢ and by Kim et. al. s us-

ing a Parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) method, and

by Rose _) using the MacCormack algorithm. However,

none of these computations simulated the actual exper-

imental configuration in terms of the flow conditions

and the inlet geometry. [_enson's computations did not

contain any bleed and the inlet Math number was as-

sumed to be 5.0, whereas the actual inlet has extensive

bleed regions oil the side walls as well as on the ramp

and cowl surfaces. In addition, the Mach number of the

flow at the entrance to the inlet ill the wind tunnel was

3.5 with tile inlet set up at a negative angle of attack

of 8.5 degrees so that the flow g,es through an expan-

sion at the entrance to a Mach number of 4.1. This

value is al_proxhnately equal to that corresponding to

a flight Mach ntlmber of 5 with a 9 degrees angle of

attack. Kim also assumed an eatrance Mach number

of 5 and computed the flow with only ramp and cowl

bleed. Rose's configuration used side walls beginning

from the first ramp instead of full side walls extending

all the way to the leading edge of the precompression

ramp (see Fig. 1). Moreover, only the corner bleed was

considered in his computations.

In the present study all the bleed regions, fixed

and variable, are simulated in the computation with

the actual flow conditions and the geometry used in

the wind tunnel.

Experimental Configuration

The experimental inlet is a scaled down model (1/3

scale) of a proposed Mach 5 aircraft mixed-compression

inlet (the configuration is shown in Fig. 1). Since the

maximum Mach number that can be obtained in the

10 x 10 Supersonic Wind Tunnel at NASA Lewis is

3.5, the inlet is set up at a negative angle of attack

of 8.5 degrees so that the flow entering the inlet goes

through an expansion on the precompression ramp to a

Mach number of about 4.1. This setup is approximately

equivalent to that of a flight Mach number of 5.0 at a

9 degrees angle of attack. The Mach number of the

flow entering the inlet in the experiment was 3.49 and

the tunnel total pressure was 35.1 psi. The Reynolds

number based on the tunnel conditions with the cowl

height (16 in}, which is also equal to the width of the

inlet, as the reference length was 3.3 million. A series of

wedges (ramps) generate oblique shock waves external

to the cowl. The cowl generates an oblique shock in-

side the inlet, which reflects from the ramp surface and

terminates in a normal shock downstream of the inlet

throat. A subsonic diffuser compresses the flow further

and takes it to the exit duct. The computations in this

study are performed to model only the supersonic por-

tion of the flow through the inlet which includes the

throat region upstream of the terminal normal shock.

To control shock-boundary layer interaction

through the inlet, boundary layer bleed is provided on

the inlet walls. A number of fixed and variable bleeds

are set up in the throat region to obtain data with var-

ious bleed combinations. The original purpose of the

test was to determine the minimum amount of bleed

needed to keep the inlet started. The data obtained in-

cludes static pressures and pitot pressure distributions

on the ramp, cowl, and side wall surfaces and in the

corner regions at various axial locations through the

inlet. Complete details of the experimental set up and

the data can be found in reference 10.

Computations

The computations are performed on the Numerical

Aerodynamic Simulation's Cray-2 computer, located at

NASA Ames Research Center, using a grid size of 151

x 81 x 41. The computational grid showing one each

of the stream wise and transverse planes is shown in

Fig. 2. To resolve the viscous layers, the grid lines

are clustered in regions close to the walls using hyper-

bolic tangent functions such that the first grid line away

from the wall is located at a y+ of approximately 2.0.



As shown in Fig. 2, the grid lines in the stream wise di-

rection are arranged in such a way that the uppermost

grid line follows the edge of the side wall which joins

the leading edge of the inlet ramp with the inlet cowl

on each side of the inlet. This arrangement facilitates

the applicationofboundary conditionsalong the edges

ofthe sidewall.

Since the inletissymmetricin the transverse(Z)

direction,only halfof the inletflow fieldiscomputed,

with a symmetry condition imposed on the center

plane. A nonreflectiveboundary condition,using a

simple Mach wave extrapolation,isappliedon the up-

per boundary upstream of the cowl to let the shock

waves from the firstand second ramps pass through

the boundary. The flow fieldat the inflowboundary,

which isahead of the inletramp leadingedge, isheld

fixed,while at the outflowboundary, the flowvariables

are extrapolatedfrom inside.No-slipcondition isap-

pliedon allofthe solidwalls.

Bleed issimulated in the computations by impos-

ing a constant mass flow through the porous bleed sur-

faces.The mass flow through the individualbleed re-

gions has been obtained from the experimental data.

A more accurate method of modeling the bleed would

be to compute the flow through the bleed surfacesby

includingthe plenum and the exittube of each ofthe

bleeds inthe computational domain. However, includ-

ing these regionsin the 3-D computations would enor-

mously increasethe complexity of the gridgeneration

and the computational times. Therefore,imposing the

experimentally measured mass flow through the bleed

surfaces and treatingthem as computational bound-

ariesisconsidered a practicallyfeasibleand yet rea-

sonably accurate way of simulating the bleed in the

present study. It should be noted that these are the

firstcalculationsthat modeled the actual testcondi-

tions,geometry, and bleed configuration.

Results and Discussion

An initialsolutionwas obtained with no bleed on

any of the inletsurfaces,although the inlethad un-

startedin the wind tunnel with allthe bleedsshut off.

A closeexamination of the solutionshowed a separa-

tion bubble near the throat region,which kept grow-

ing slowly with increasingnumber of iterations.Ifthe

computation was continued in a time-consistentman-

ner, the nature of the solutionindicatedthat the inlet

would unstart. However, the solution thus obtained

could still be compared with the experimental data in

the region upstream of the throat since the bleed does

not affect the predominantly supersonic flow there so

long as the solution had not shown the actual unstart.

Hence the comparison of this initial solution, obtained

with no bleed, with the experimental data upstream of

the throat was presented in reference 10. The data in-

cluded only a couple of pitot pressure rakes and static

pressure distributions along the ramp and cowl center

lines up to the throat.

The present computations are performed with the

bleed boundary conditions applied on the surfaces cor-

responding to the various bleed zones. The solution is
obtained for flow conditions identical to those of the

experiment with all the bleed ports open. A schematic

of the bleed regions, denoted by shaded surfaces, along

with the outline of the duct geometry, is shown in Fig.

3.

Fig. 4 shows the Much number contours in the

cross planes at selected axial locations. The figure

shows shock waves from the different ramp surfaces and

the cowl as horizontal lines, and the interaction of the

shocks with the boundary layer on the side walls. The

strong secondary flow set up by this shock-boundaxy

layer interaction and the migration of the low energy

fluid towards the center plane of the inlet as the flow

approaches the throat can be clearly seen in Fig. 4.

It is the presence of this low energy fluid occupying a

significant portion of the inlet cross sectional area that

degrades the performance of the inlet. The purpose of

the bleeds is to remove this low energy fluid from the

inlet and thereby improve the total pressure recovery.

As the flow approaches the throatregionthat contains

bleed,the undesirablelow energy fluidisreduced con-

siderably(seeFig. 4). This phenomenon has been sub-

stantiatedby the experimental data ofthe two corner

rakeswhich willbe discussedinthe laterportionofthis

section.

By examining the locationof variousbleed ports,

shown in Fig. 3,itcan be seen that a combination of

the firstcowl bleed,the sidewall bleed underneath the

firstcowl bleed,and the downstream cowl bleedappears

to be responsiblefor the eliminationof the low energy

vorticalfluid.This region isshown in more detailin

the pitotpressurecontours along with the bleed zones

inFig. 15b,which isdiscussedina laterportionofthis

section. A systematic study involvingdifferentcom-

putationalruns with selectedbleed zones open would

help in understanding which of these bleed zones has

a major influencein eliminatingthe low energy fluid.

Additionalcomputations are planned tostudy thisphe-

nomenon inmore detail.This study willbe coordinated



with the second entry experiments planned to be run

in the 10 ft x 10 ft Supersonic Wind Tunnel at NASA

Lewis in the near future.

It should be pointed out here that previous calcu-

lations by Rose 9 have indicated that the corner bleed

regions do not remove the vortical flow from the inlet.

It can be seen from Figs. 3 and 4 that the side wall

bleed located upstream of the cowl seems to have little

effect in eliminating this low energy fluid. This fact has

also been observed in experiments by Barnhaxt 11 and

computations by Gaitonde 12 of glancing shock-side wall

boundary layer interactions. It could be argued that

the downstream throat bleed would not have a major

influence on the predominantly supersonic flow in the

corner region. However, as mentioned earlier, further

calculations isolating different bleed regions are needed

either to confirm or disprove these arguments.

Static pressures on the ramp surface both along

the centerline and 7.5 inches from the center line are

compared to the corresponding experimental data in

Fig. 5. The static pressures and the pitot pressures

in all of the comparisons are nondimensionalized with

the tunnel static pressure (0.467 psi}; the lengths are

normalized with cowl height (16 in.). The agreement

of the solution with the data is very good throughout

the computational length of the inlet. Fig. 6 shows a

similar comparison for the cowl surface; once again the

agreement between the data and the solution is good

except in the initial portion where the disagreement is

with three of the data points on the center line and

one point at 7.5 inches from the center line. It has

been found that one of the translating probe assemblies

is located in the same region where these four static

pressure taps are located. The probe assemblies used

in the experiment do not completely retract into the

walls of the inlet; instead they project about 1/8 inch

into the flow. Because shock waves are generated from

this projection, the data obtained from these four static

pressure taps, where the solution disagrees with the

data, axe not accurate.

Pitot pressure profiles axe compared at various lo-

cations on the ramp, cowl, and side wall surfaces. To

determine the ability of the bleed ports to bleed the

low energy vortical fluid out of the inlet, two rakes are
mounted in the corner of the cowl and the side wall

surface at a 45 degrees angle in the throat region. A

number of translating probes were also used to mea-

sure pitot pressure profiles at various locations on the

ramp and side wall surfaces. Since it is not possible to

present the comparison of the solution with the data

from all of the rakes and probes, only a few rakes and

probes, placed in each of the important regions of the

inlet flow field, have been selected. The rake and probe
numbers and theirlocationsforwhich the solutionwas

compared are shown in Fig. 7.

Figures8-12 compare the solutionwith the exper-

imental data corresponding to pitotpressure rakeslo-

cated on the ramp surfaceboth along the centerline

and closeto the side wall at variousstream wise sta-

tions. These comparisons show that,in general,the

agreement between the solutionand the experimental

data isvery good along the centerline(rakes1,3 and

6). Close to the sidewall the agreement isnot so good

(rakes 2 and 7). This disagreement can be attributed

to the corner effect that could not be adequately sim-

ulated with the present turbulence model. A better

turbulence model is believed to improve the compari-

son in the corner regions.

Figures 13 and 14 show pitot pressure compar-

isons corresponding to rake 10 and 13. These rakes

axe mounted from the corner of the cowl and side wall

surfaces at a 45 degrees angle to the surfaces. Rake 10

is located at 59.6 in. and rake 13 is located at 68.5 in.

from the start of ramp 1 (see Figs. 1 and 7). As men-

tioned earlier, most of the low energy vortical flow is
removed from the inlet between these two rakes. The

profile of rake 10 shows great variations in the pitot

pressure as we move along the rake away from the cor-

ner.

This variation in the pitot pressure due to the pres-

ence of the vortical flow can also be seen in the pitot

pressure contours in Figs. 15a and 15b. Fig. 15a shows

the pitot pressure contours for the two cross sections

corresponding to rake 10 and rake 13, along with the

rake locations in the cross sections. Fig. 15b shows

the pitot pressure contours for the two cross sections

of rakes 10 and 13, as well as a third location in be-

tween. Also shown in Fig. 15b as shaded surfaces

are the various bleed zones in this region. Consider-

ing the location of the rake, the nature of the flow, and

the approximation used in the turbulence model, the

agreement between the solution and the experimental

data is reasonably good. The pitot pressure profile for

rake 13, shown in Fig. 14, does not show the variation

of rake 10 except for a small bump very close to the

corner. The pitot pressure contours for the cross sec-

tion corresponding to rake 13, shown in Fig. 15, reveal
that most of the vortical flow has been removed before

it reached this stream wise location. Once again the

agreement between the solution and the experimental



data,correspondingto rake 13, is good.

Figures 16-20 show pitot pressure profile compar-

isons for the translating probes located at different

stream wise stations on the ramp as well as on the side

wall surfaces. Considering that these probes are lo-

cated in a very complex part of the flow, the agreement

is good between the solution and the experimental data

for the locations away from the corner regions (probes 9

and 11). The slight disagreement in the corner regions

(probes 2, 5, and 10) is, as mentioned earlier, believed

to be due to the approximations used in the turbulence

model.

Summary

A 3-D viscous solution has been obtained for an

experimental Mach 5 inlet configuration in order to

validate the PARC3D code for hypersonic inlet appli-

cations. The flow has been computed with bleed on

the inlet walls identical to that used in the experiment.

These are the first computations for this configuration

obtained with the actual geometry, flow conditions, and

the bleeds identical to those of the experiment. Com-

parison between the solution and the experimental data

indicates that the PARC3D code is fully capable of pre-

dicting the strong secondary flows and the 3-D shock-

boundary layer interaction typically present in the hy-

personic inlets.

The PARC3D code also appears to correctly indi-

cate that the inlet would unstart if there was no bleed

on the inlet walls. The mechanism of bleeding the unde-

sirable vortical flow to improve the performance of the

inlet has been simulated very well by the code. With

a better understanding of the actual process which re-

moved most of the vortical flow when the bleed region is

actually below the vortical structure, the code could be

used in the inlet design procedure to optimize the bleed

port locations to remove the low energy fluid efficiently

and improve the inlet total pressure recovery.
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